. Since S. pombe has only single copies the organism, nuclear RNAi can engage specific proof Dicer and Ago, the putative RNA-cleavage complex cesses, e.g., DNA methylation and/or RNA amplificaand RITS must contain the same AGO protein, and the tion; however, targeting of a homologous chromosomal dsRNA is processed by the same Dicer, ruling out the region for chromatin modifications by an RNA inducer possibility that these proteins directly determine the subis a common theme. In this minireview, each step in cellular localization of either complex. Thus, the facthe nuclear RNAi process is examined by considering tor ( 
It is difficult to determine whether one or both strands are initially methylated because different strands may be the nucleus, it appears that in both yeast and Arabidopsis thaliana, RdRP activity associated with heterochromethylated in different cells. In addition, the maintenance methylation machinery may act on the opposite, matin formation is nuclear. In plants, it is likely that all three processes for dsRNA production contribute equally unmethylated strand at symmetric CpG sites, the preferential substrate for the methyltransferase MET1. to natural epigenetic gene regulation. Since mammals lack RdRPs, dsRNA delivery in these organisms is Either way, the result will be the (incomplete) methylation of cytosine residues at symmetrical CpG and based on the two former processes.
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